art /gf this law has never been fulfilled.

reawaken their appetite for the long pig, which is human steak."
Also at this time, it was judged to be Witchcraft and could get you
burned at the stake if your were ever' caught eating any of the Indían's
Devil Fruit. Did too many Neble people get caught eating the Devil's fruit
with their Pazza? What happened? When did Tonatos get off the list for
Witchcraft offenses?
Changing the laws of the religion did not make it good, because another
No restitution has_ ever been lade
to the American Indian. The judgment will not sone fron Indiana but from
the CREATDR, GREAT SPIRIT, and WORLD MAKER.
I often use to wonder; why, old traditiçnal Indiars did not want
their children Inoculated and vaccinated. Not everi understanding medical
civilized languages, but having a medical knowledge passed down or still
in their genetic makeup. they knew it was wrong. I myself, it took over
2 years before I gave in, because' it was almost illegal for my children
it be on the streets. They could.n't go to the hospitals or schools.
No Doctor wanted to give a medical opinion on the sicìçness of my children
because they didn't have their shots. Either their medical training did
not have schooling for treatment of people without shots or they :did
not know uga@ would happen to gíveïnedicatìon too people without shots.
Arnoung the many volumes that the medical profession recorded for the
Department of Interior on the medicine of the medicine people of Indian
to tribes between 1900/l9lL», who had it down to where different medicines
reacted 'díffereńtly to different groups , they made the statement
that Indians were to stay with the medicines handed down by the CREATGDH,
GREAT SPIRIT.
Today! having researched the many translations of ancient wríttings, I
find their opinions gave the same conclusions. You should be interested _

